Proper Early Childhood Education And Racism
What is racism? Racism is a serious issue faced in global. It also defined as a bad attitude
towards a person or a group of individuals who has different races, religion, belief, even the
colour of skin. Racism has led to a war, slavery, the formation of nations and legal codes. Thus,
parent’s education have played an important role in reducing the number of racism and belong
a prosperous and stable nation.
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First of all, racism is caused by parent’s improper education. It is because once the children
were born, parents give them the first wrong impression about other races such as Malays are
lazy, Chinese are cheap and Indian are criminal. The parents? way of communication and
actions but also through their unaware and unconscious beliefs will automatically plagiarize by
their children. The children will implanted the definition without any doubt by the first improper
education who provided by parents. Thus, the children are set with a boundary about other
races are bad role model and started to feel their own race is the best compared to others.
Hence, children will become ethnocentrism and become unacceptable.
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According to previous paragraph, people that having a mindset of ethnocentrism will deny to
interact with other races. There are some barriers to limit people get closer in social relation to
each other due to some prejudice against another. For example, 13 May 1969 had a conflict
between Chinese and Malay and caused at least 196 people killed innocent. This is one of the
saddest case occurred by the ethnic conflict and leave a mentality wound for all Malaysian due
during that time. Lastly, a people belong a ethnocentrism concept will lead them avoid contact
or work together with other races.
Moreover, national economics enfeebled and conflict occurred by lack of communication and
cooperation among different races. For instance, Mara Digital Mall is known as Low Yat 2 which
provide a platform for bumiputera traders to break through the ICT market with no allow other
races join together. Indeed, a stable economic is required a peaceful politic by a well interactive
public. Apparently, there is without any interaction among races while conducting work such as
business and politics. From a country operation, a well coordination is needed among the
different departments. Lastly, a prosperity nation formed, interaction among civil and also a fair
treatment serve to all people must be issue.
In conclusion, racism will affect the national peaceful and economic prosperity. There are many
cases about racism occurred in certain occasion and everyone is to blame about it. Also, this is
because of the unfair treatment to every people by sort in races. As a human begin, we should
begin from a same starting line, although realistic always cruel. Thus, a proper early childhood
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education is essential for every child. The role of parent is to create an awareness among the
next generation to belong a right attitude look towards races.
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